Introduction
Deep learning and pre-training models have demonstrated excellent results in several language tasks recently. Particularly, fine-tuning the pretrained models such as ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) [1] , OpenAI GPT (Generative Pre-Training) [2] , GPT-2 [3] and BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) [4] has become the best practice for state-of-the-art results. GPT-2 is the successor to GPT. Although both GPT-2 and BERT are capable of text generation, Wang and Cho [5] found that GPT-2 generations are of better quality. In fact, GPT-2 is claimed to be so powerful that the risk of its malicious use is high. For this reason, OpenAI decided to keep its largest model (1.5B parameters) closed so that there is more time to discuss its ramifications.
In this work, we generated patent claims by fine-tuning the released 345M medium version [6] . Overall we are impressed by how coherent and complicate the generated patent claims could be, although not all text are generated equally in terms of quality. We are also surprised by how few training steps were necessary for GPT-2 to generate the first text that looks like a patent claim. It is a matter of time that the largest and more powerful model will be released to the public. Therefore, it is better to experiment on GPT-2 and contemplate on its impact on patent research from the beginning of GPT-2 development.
Related Work
In the patent field, Aristodemou et al. [7] reviewed 57 recent articles on the use of artificial intelligence methods, machine learning and deep learning approaches for analyzing intellectual property data. The analysis is further divided into four main categories: knowledge management, technology management, economic value, and extraction of information. Lupu et al. [8] pointed out that, among patent-related applications, modern neural networks are applied for machine translation primarily and there is a wide open field of opportunities for other tasks such as patent analysis, patent valuation and patent classification. It was also anticipated that the remarkable success of deep learning will certainly be tested on patent data someday.
In the computer science field, NLP (Natural Language Processing) turns text into structured data and NLG (Natural Language Generation) turns structured data back to text. Recently, transfer learning based on Transformer models [9] , such as GPT, BERT, and GPT-2, outperformed significantly on various tasks after using pre-trained language models on large-scale corpora. The two-stage framework (pre-training & fine-tuning) is so effective that it is claimed as the arrival of the "ImageNet moment for NLP" [10] . We observed that the success of Deep Learning in NLP field has also spread to NLG field. In this work, we are motivated to apply the latest NLG techniques to the patent field. We see it as an opportunity for patent professionals to generate or extract valuable information from patent data.
Data
Our training dataset contains 555,890 patent claims of the granted U.S. utility patents in 2013. All of the claims are the first and independent claims. How to train GPT-2 with dependent claims and other independent claims is a topic for future research. We prepared our data from two perspectives: span-based and SQL-based. The former is about splitting a patent claim into shorter text spans. It makes claims easier to comprehend. The latter is about sharing SQL statements for future researchers, instead of sharing conventional raw data. The stages of our data pipeline include (1) raw data collection, (2) claim span identification and tagging, and (3) data encoding for GPT-2. In the rest of the section we first explain our two perspectives, then the data pipeline.
Span-based
Patent claims are longer than ordinary sentences in NLP field. We observed that a lengthy patent claim is usually decomposed into multiple claim spans. A claim span is a segment of the claim text.
We also observed that, in fact, segmentations exist in human-curated claim text already. The separation of lines in official patent documents is an implicit segmentation. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 , the first claim of the US9229634B2 patent is decomposed into several claim spans.
The purpose of claim spans is two-folded. First, we measure how fast GPT-2 learns from patent corpus by observing how frequent such claim spans are generated. Second, a claim span is a reasonable approximation to an inventive step, component or element for humans to comprehend. In contrast, the granularity of words or phrases in a patent claim is too fine. The granularity of whole claim is too coarse. A claim span is a relatively suitable unit of inventive thought. Such segmentations of claim spans are rich human annotations and were probably never exploited in literatures.
SQL-based
Although raw patent data is available on the USPTO Open Data Portal [11] , we found it advantageous to leverage the Google Patents Public Datasets on BigQuery [12] at a higher level. Compared with conventional raw data, two advantages of using SQL statements are: (1) separation of concerns, i.e., the fetching and processing of raw data could be separated, and (2) clarity and flexibility, i.e., SQL statements are precise and easier to customize by different criteria. Usually, if the fetched data in a dataset has been processed and specific to a problem, it is often harder for other researchers to reuse the data for different situations or processing requirements. The SQL statement for our training dataset is listed in the Appendix A.
Data pipeline & special tags
There are three stages in our data pipeline. The first stage is raw data collection based on SQL At the second stage, we implemented the span segmentation on a heuristic basis. As mentioned, the official patent documents contain humancurated line breaks in patent claims. Our heuristic-based implementation is based on the observation that line breaks are often preceded by punctuation. The punctuation mark is either comma or semicolon most of the time. It is conventional to separate a patent claim in this way when filing a patent application. If not, the patent claim is likely to be in such format by human curation before granted.
The punctuation marks alone are not sufficient to split a claim into spans, however. Comma and semicolon appear elsewhere too. Without extra information, it is hard to tell whether a comma acts as a span separator or just an ordinary mark in a claim span. We observed that, in the queried data from the BigQuery, the character return (i.e., line break) between lines was omitted. Combining the omission of character return and the specific punctuation marks makes, it is feasible to implement the span segmentation we need. For example, the character after a comma and semicolon should be a space character, if the punctuation mark is meant to be an ordinary mark instead of a line break. If the character after a comma or semicolon is not a space character, the punctuation mark is presumed to mean a line break. Such a heuristic span segmentation may be not perfect, but it is sufficient to split many patent claims into spans in an approximate sense.
After identifying claim spans, we add a special tag "@@@" as a span separator to each span except for the last span. We follow Woolf's code [13] to add "<|startoftext|>" to the beginning of a patent claim and "<|endoftext|>" to the end. In this way we prepared our training dataset in a specific format. At the inference stage later, we can also identify the beginning and the end of a patent claim in all generated text. After identifying the patent claim, we can further split the generated patent claim into spans based on the span separator.
The third stage of our data pipeline is straightforward. We use the encode function in the GPT-2 code and transform text data into compressed numpy format (*.npz). The format is ready for training iterations and saving time. We shared our training data in both numpy format [14] and plain text format [15] . Future researchers can opt for preparing data from scratch (SQL) or reusing our formatted file for GPT-2.
Experimental Setup
In this section we explain the computing environment we worked on, the code base we derived from, and the model sizes of GPT-2 to consider.
Pre-trained models
The four GPT-2 model sizes built by OpenAI are 117M, 345M, 762M and 1.5B, in terms of the number of parameters in the neural network. Based on an interim update [16] , OpenAI released the larger 345M version as a staged release after the initial 117M model. At the same time, OpenAI shared the 762M and 1.5B versions with selected partners in the AI and security communities who are working to improve societal preparedness for large language models.
In the beginning of our work, we found that the 117M model is sufficient for generating impressive results. Future researchers may start from the small model if computing resource is a constraint. In general, the larger the model is, the better the result becomes. To the limit of the computing environment, our experiments are based on the 345M model in this work.
Colab & GitHub
In terms of computing, we leverage Google Colab [17] for GPU and CPU. Colab is a Jupyter notebook environment that runs entirely in the cloud. Although Colab is free, it has a limit of 12 continuous hours per session. For some of our experiments it is sufficient. For training tasks that require more than 12 hours, we save the TensorFlow checkpoints in training to Google Storage and restore them for continuous training in next session. Manual effort is required to initialize a new session on Colab. Although time consuming, such an almost no cost solution may make it easier for researchers to try different experiments.
The GPU available on Colab is NVIDIA Tesla T4 equipped with roughly 15GB memory available. The memory size is sufficient for finetuning all layers of the small model (117M), but it is not sufficient for the medium model (345M). A public workaround is to use a memory efficient gradient technique so that it works on Colab. We followed this approach based on Shepperd's repository [18] . The repository is also the same code base for us to fine-tune the pre-trained model with patent claims.
It is noted that TPU (Tensor Processing Unit), more powerful than GPU, is also available on Colab. However, during our experiments, the public TensorFlow-based repositories work with GPU only. A popular PyTorch-based implementation of GPT-2 [19] works with GPU only because the latest official release of PyTorch does not support TPU. It was anticipated that both TensorFlow-based and PyTorch-based repositories will work on TPU soon. If TPU is available, one of our follow-up tasks will be building a pre-trained model from scratch and from patent corpus only. A patent-specific pretrained model could be an important building block for downstream patent tasks. For example, it would be interesting to know whether finetuning such a patent-specific model with CPC information can make patent classification task perform better or generate better patent claims. It would also interesting to know whether finetuning the pre-trained with scientific papers can generate or discover relevant patent claims.
Experiments
We set four goals in our experiments. The first goal is to understand how fast the GPT-2 model adapts to patent claims. We approached this goal by observing the generated text in each step of early fine-tuning. Our second goal is to record the loss values during fine-tuning and observe their converging trend. Our third goal is to analyze the overall quality of the generated patent claims by unconditional random sampling. We devised a new sampling approach in pursuit of higher text quality. Our final goal is to compare the generated patent claims based on different text inputs for conditional random sampling. We further built a prototype of e-mail bot for future researchers to query the GPT-2 model and review its text generation.
How fast GPT-2 adapts
We measured how fast the GPT-2 adapts to patent claims by counting the occurrences of our special tags ("<|startoftext|>", "<|endoftext|>" and "@@@"") in generated text. It is a reasonable expectation that GPT-2 can generate more patentlike text if the number of fine-tuning step increases. It is to our surprise how few steps are required to generate the first patent-like text. As early as at the 36th step, GPT-2 generated the following text and the positions of special tags are also appropriate: It is unknown to us how many or how few patents were included in the original 40G WebText that the GPT-2 pre-trained models were trained on. If there were many, it would be still surprising to see the effectiveness of fine-tuning at a very early stage. If there were only a few, the effectiveness would be unreasonable. We leave this doubt to be clarified in the future.
For archiving details, we collected the generated text in the first 100 steps of fine-tuning. The collection is made available online as research data for future study [20] . Statistically the occurrences of the three special tags in the first 100 training steps are shown in Fig. 2 . It is noted that not all of the occurrences make good sense. The chart is nevertheless a simple and intuitive way to suspect what might be happening in the black box.
A neural network is often a black box in the sense that even a simple neural network with a single hidden layer could be hard to understand. Interpreting black box models has been a challenge in Deep Learning for a long time. Compared with other neural network models, there is a chance that the attention mechanism in Transformer models may provide better interpretability. For example, Vig [21] presented an open-source tool for visualizing multi-head self-attention in Transformer-based language models. The tool is capable of visualizing attention at three levels of granularity (attentionhead level, model level and neuron level). It might provide more insights for understanding the first 100 steps from inside out. We leave this a research topic to the future.
In our experiment, we built a baseline and kept the hyperparameters that are common in public repositories, specifically learning rate as 1e-4, temperature as 1.0, top_k as 40 and batch size as 1. We ever tried 1e-5 as the learning rate, but the convergence is too slow. Nothing like a patent claim was generated in the first 100 steps, if the learning rate is 1e-5.
Training loss in fine-tuning
In this experiment we used the same common hyperparameters but changed the learning rate from 1e-4 to 1e-5. We expected a lower training loss. The convergence of the training losses is shown in Fig. 3 . A lower learning rate leads to a slower convergence in general. In our case, it took about 18 days on Colab to run 521K training steps. Based on the trajectory, it is reasonable to us that the training loss is likely to decrease after more training steps. At which step it will become flat is unknown, though. How to use a different dataset to validate and prevent overfitting is also unknown. We leave this kind of topics to the future after having more computing resources.
Unconditional random sampling
In this experiment, we explored different approaches of unconditional sampling for patent claim generation. The original GPT-2 used the top_k random sampling with a default value 40. It means sorting by probability and zero-ing out anything below the 40th token when sampling. Holtzman et al. [22] pointed out that a potential issue is the fixed threshold k which may be not the best all the time. The quality of generated text depends on the distribution of reasonable words in actual cases. If there are many words one could sample from reasonably, the number k might be too low. If there are only a few reasonable words to sample from, the number k might be too high. To solve this problem and have a dynamic number of samples, the authors proposed a top_p sampling called nucleus sampling. The essence of the top_p sampling is that the number of samples depends on zero-ing out anything below the cumulated distribution p.
In this work, we propose a different cut-off approach called dynamic_kp. The cut-off threshold is based on the relative scale of probability compared with the probability of the top token. For example, in our experiment, we set the cut-off probability as 0.1 of the probability of the top token. We assumed that one order of magnitude is a significant boundary for cut-off and zero-ing out anything below. It has an effect to make the k value dynamic in top_k sampling and the p value dynamic in top_p sampling. We provide our source code of the dynamic_kp sampling as below. Whether the threshold 0.1 for dynamic_kp is the best is up to future experiments. A possible implementation is to provide an interactive interface for users interrogate GPT-2.
The best threshold for dynamic_kp might be learned from user interactions. We observed that the above generated claim seems coherent, making some practical sense, and having no obvious syntactical or semantical error. Overall we observed a significant number of generated claims having similar and acceptable quality. Among those claims, we also observed a plausible range of diversity and correct sequences of bullet items.
In contrast, the number of samples with poorer quality is also significant. Particularly, some claims are too long and hard to understand. The details of a claim may diverge and end up very far. Sometimes a term or phrase may be even repetitive or obviously incorrect. How to fix these quality problems is a future research topic. For example, regarding the lengthy claims, it might be possible to split them into independent and dependent claims by a downstream task. Or, such an issue might be mitigated (or become worse) after having dependent claims included in the training dataset. For brevity, we selected a few claim spans of poorer quality as below. Interested readers could investigate the complete list online for details. 
Conditional random sampling
In this experiment we followed the same settings and tried conditional random sampling with two different inputs: (1) A deep learning method for patent analysis, (2) A deep learning method for drones. We generated 30 patent claims for each of the dynamic_kp, top_k and top_p samplings. Without cherry-picking, the 90 generated patent claims for both inputs are archived online as research data respectively [24] [25]. Most of our observation is similar to our qualitative analysis on unconditional random sampling and omitted here. It is noted that the text generation quality depends on the input text, however. For example, if the input is longer, it is generally harder for all of the generated text to stay relevant to the input text. If the input is shorter and looks like the beginning of a claim, the text generation quality is usually better. We leave empirical study on quantitative analysis to the future and provide two positive examples to show some reasonable quality of text generation: These two patent claims are very different, even though the majority of the input characters are the same. We observed that the possible details of "patent analysis" and "drones" were generated respectively with acceptable quality. It could be noted that the length of the input is short. The length of output is comparatively long. Therefore, we contemplate on a use case in which, if an inventor is just exploring new ideas and has no whole picture in mind yet, claim generation like this may be a way of augmented inventing. If the speed of GPT-2 inference is fast enough in the future, it should be possible to build an interactive patent drafting assistant. The assistant can suggest next terms, phrases, claim spans or even new ideas. This may open a new window for both qualitative and quantitative analysis on patent claim generation, too. For example, by measuring the gap between user's actual next word and the probability distribution of candidate words in GPT-2, it is possible to measure the accuracy of inferencing. It is also possible to compare the accuracy of different sampling approaches. Such user interaction and quantitative metrics may shed more lights on understanding Transformer models deeper.
ai.patent.bot@gmail.com
The above email address is accessible for testing the fined-tuned GPT-2 model, as long as we can maintain the required computing resource. For testing unconditional random sampling, one can send an email with empty mail body. The mail subject does not matter. For testing conditional random sampling, the mail body should contain the seed text for GPT-2 to inference upon. If the seed text is too long, the encoded tokens within the first half of context window of the model will be reserved for inference and the rest will be discarded. The purpose is for having sufficient space for text generation.
Out of curiosity we sent an email with "Patent claim generation" as mail body to the e-mail bot. A significant percentage of the generated text does not make any sense. Nevertheless, it did generate something interesting like the following. It is noted that the generation quality by our dynamic_kp sampling is slightly better than top_k and top_p in this test. Which one is always better is not conclusive yet. 
Looking forward
Transformer-based models are at the early stage of development in the Deep Learning field. It won't be surprising if the next version of GPT-2 or BERT sets a new state of the art or the model size increases further. In this section, we look forward briefly some recent efforts on Transformer-based models and their implications on patent claim generation in the future.
First, patent classification is a kind of supervised knowledge which can be leveraged. Training a pre-trained Transformer model with supervised knowledge may outperform the original model. For example, Li, et al. [26] investigated a transferable BERT training framework, which can transfer not only general language knowledge from large-scale unlabeled data but also specific kinds of knowledge from various related supervised tasks, such as next action prediction and sentiment classification. We expect that such a three-stage approach can generate better patent claims if the patent classification information can be learned into the model.
Second, patent claim generation in languages other than English is another line of work. One possibility is to fine-tune a pre-trained model in a different language. Another possibility is to finetune a pre-trained multilingual model. The latter is compelling because Pires et al. [27] showed that a multilingual BERT model is able to perform cross-lingual generalization well. This means that the annotations in one language can be used to fine-tune the model for another language. We conjecture that the supervised knowledge, such as patent classification in other languages, can make multilingual patent claim generation more effective.
Conclusion
We demonstrated that GPT-2 might be a viable solution for augmented inventing. By fine-tuning its 345M model, we contributed hundreds of generated patent claims as research data and provided an e-mail bot for future researchers to experiment with. In our experiences, the emergence of Transformer models such as GPT-2 is a paradigm shift and a tremendous opportunity for patent researchers. We successfully identified a unique language structure in patent claims and applied the GPT-2 model to generate patent claims of reasonable quality. Our qualitative analysis shows promising potentials for future research, such as fine-tuning a larger pre-trained model, or building a pre-trained model from scratch and from patent corpus only. Leveraging more human annotations, such as patent classification, is also a potential way to push the current quality of patent claim generation further. In summary, our work might be a step toward an era of human-machine co-inventing.
